
THE NEED 
   FOR OUR PROGRAMS

Veterans with PTSD are 3x more likely to commit 
domestic violence.* 

In 2017, veterans died by suicide at a rate 
1.5x higher than civilians.* 

In 2018, NEW MEXICO WAS #1 
in the nation for deaths by suicide.** 

* According to the U.S. Department of Affairs 
**Albuquerque Journal
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OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS, OVERALL OUR CLIENTS HAVE SEEN:

55% of graduates report less 
alcohol consumption

70% report reduction in isolation 

53% report increase in sleep 

82% report more involvement in 
social events 
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pawsandstripes.org
veterandogs@pawsandstripes.org

(505) 633-6769

617 Truman Street NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87110

@thepawsandstripes
@pawsandstripes501c
@pawsandstripes

CORPORATE GIVING
INDIVIDUAL GIFTS
PLANNED GIVING
Note: If you have a more specific purpose in mind or if you have a 
non-cash gift, please contact Development Director, John Grassham 
at (505) 705-3606 to ensure that we can meet your wishes.

NATALIA&MAX

WAYS TOGIVE
Visit pawsandstripes.org/ways-to-give to start saving two lives.

A worldwide pandemic contributes significant obstacles to a program like Paws and 
Stripes’. Veterans’ PTSD elevated by such things as mandated-masks or ongoing 

isolation is accompanied by a real potential for increased devastation at its worst. 
At its best, this collection of new experiences present opportunities for 

distinctive breakthroughs. As a graduate in the time of COVID-19, Natalia 
attributes much of her appreciation for the program directly to the 
connections that she experienced throughout the Paws and Stripes 
family. It is more clear than ever that the magic of Paws and Stripes is in 
the overcoming of challenges, surrounded by support.

This program has made a tremendous difference in my life. 
I’ve gotten out of my tiny bubble of not being comfortable with 

anything, to being open; whether it is in conversation or 
actually getting out and doing things. I’m now receptive 

and willing to try new things because I’ve had some 
training on myself, not just the dog. And when I’m 

feeling nervous, I can just pet him and carry 
on. It took me six months from when I 

started the program to say more than 
four words to anybody and now it’s like, 
‘Let’s do this!' It’s huge.


